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1. Setting the Context – Dublin’s Urgent Need for Transport  Infrastructural 

Investment 
 

1.1 Demographics – Dublin’s Young Burgeoning Population 

 

A critical issue in determining future transport requirements is the rate of growth of the economically 

active population. Of the 281 Regions in the EU, Switzerland and Norway, Eurostat’s analysis indicates 

that Ireland’s two Regions, viz. Border-Midland-Western and Southern-Eastern are uniquely projected: 

 To have the fastest rate of population growth of the 281 Regions in the period to 2030. 

 To have the lowest ‘Old Age Dependency Rate’ i.e. the proportion of the population over the age of 

65 vs. those aged 16-64 of the 281 Regions by 2030, with the exception of Inner and Outer London. 

Thus Ireland’s requirement for personal mobility can be assumed to grow at a faster rate than any other 

country in Europe in that period. The population of the Greater Dublin area will likely be in the range 2-

2.5m by 2030.  These demographic factors, coupled with other advantages, indicate that Ireland may 

also enjoy one of the highest rates of economic growth in the period to 2030, thus in parallel driving the 

demand for commercial transport. 

Therefore it is essential that transport planning policy adequately caters for these potential demands, 

while recognising the simultaneous need to minimise transport related emissions. These issues are 

particularly important in the Dublin area which, since the early 1990’s, has emerged as a major economic 

growth area in the high tech, internationally traded services and tourism areas, in addition to its 

traditional role as the administrative  capital of the country. 

Given positive demographic factors and a preparedness to continue to welcome highly skilled 

immigrants to provide essential linguistic and technical support, Dublin can continue to develop as a 

major centre, provided appropriate ‘Land Use & Transportation’ strategies are put in place, to ensure the 

supply of affordable housing and acceptable travel times. 

1.2 Historic – a Medieval City, requiring a major catch-up on Transport Infrastructure 

 

It is not possible to develop a solution to Dublin’s transport problems without understanding the context 

in which the existing main transport routes evolved. Appendix 1 describes the evolution of the main road 

and rail networks within the canals and also highlights the reason why there is no high capacity North/ 

South road or rail link between the canals.  

1.3 Crucial Need to Invest on Infrastructure now – and into the Future 

 

Capital investment in land transport in Ireland is projected to be only 0.45% of GDP in 2015. This is half 

the average investment level in inland transport in OECD countries, as reported by the International 

Transport Forum, which is even lower than the norm when compared with that in countries experiencing 

significant population growth. Given that prudent investment in transport infrastructure is recognised as 

making a significant contribution to increased economic growth and the high costs associated with 

congestion, the Academy believes it is now absolutely essential to restore investment to normal levels 

and to develop a vision of how the City’s rapidly growing transport requirements can be met in a wholly 

integrated manner in the period to 2040.  
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1.4 Transport Investment for Dublin’s Future 

 

The Academy believes the previous NTA 2011-2030 Transport Strategy was too limited, understandably 

curbed by the acute economic recession of the time; the Academy now encourages a far more 

ambitious plan, driven by the current strong economic recovery and a rapidly improving Debt/GDP 

Ratio. Without investment in infrastructure, Dublin’s unique and internationally-envied growth 

potential will be lost. With prudent investment in infrastructure, the City will prosper, have a better 

environment and be a better place to visit, live and work. 

Many of the potential solutions outlined below have already been elaborated in the attached 

Academy’s Policy Advisory ‘Towards Low-Carbon Transport in Ireland’ and these are now amplified 

specifically in the context of the Greater Dublin Area. The Academy’s submission is accordingly based 

on: 

 Immediately-implementable low-cost solutions to significantly improve the existing situation. 

 Shorter-term mid-cost measures which have the potential to reduce congestion and significantly 

improve employment creation opportunities. 

 A multi-year integrated rail strategy which is potentially transformative (and which can be 

implemented at lower or comparable cost than the measures already put forward for consideration); 

for these, immediate steps need to be taken to ensure that the feasibility of these solutions is not 

compromised or rendered impossible by the failure to secure certain critical sites or alignments. 

2. Immediately-Implementable Low-Cost Solutions 
 

2.1 Further Promoting Walking and Cycling  

 

 Continue to encourage and promote walking and cycling as the most cost effective way of reducing 

congestion. In particular seek to introduce segregated cycle lanes where possible, to both improve 

safety and increase uptake. The pavement quality of existing cycle lanes also needs attention as 

many of these are so far below international standards that they are dangerous. 

 The Academy is conscious of the fact that while Copenhagen, Amsterdam and Dublin were 

historically considered amongst the most cycle orientated cities in Europe, cycling in Dublin went 

into a very considerable decline until recently. In contrast, in London a series of measures designed 

to promote cycling and discourage car use resulted in bicycles now accounting for 24% of vehicles on 

inner city roads at morning peak hours, according to TfL.  

 There are many areas where pedestrian access to public transport needs to be improved, and many 

pedestrian crossings in the inner city need enhancement (such as faster response times 

complemented by count-down timers). 

 

2.2 Further Develop and Better Integrate Public Transport 

 

 Continue to rationalise and reconfigure bus routes in Dublin, which for too long reflected the original 

tram routes which they replaced. In particular encourage the development of orbital and flexibly-

sized services, opening these up also to private operators. Additional focus needs to be put on 
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“herring-bone” bus or minibus feeders to DART and LUAS routes, which has proven very successful in 

many European cities; such feeder services may need some initial subsidies until commercial 

occupancy is achieved. But, given Dublin’s relatively low population density, there is little point in 

introducing high cost/capacity rail solutions unless appropriate feeder systems are put in place to 

maximise their use. 

 The provision of real time passenger information systems has proved very successful and the 

extension of these systems to all service providers is essential 

 There is particular need to develop commuter bus transport on the M50 to reduce peak gridlock. 

 Further integrate all modes of public transport, which integration is still far from optimal, and 

incentivise greater utilisation by subsidising fares to levels considered normal in Continental 

European and many North American cities. Only then will public transport occupancy levels be high 

enough to achieve CO2 emissions per passenger per km below those of cars with high occupancy 

levels. 

 Focus to a greater extent on public transport fares based on zones and transfers rather than mode. 

This process has started with the Leap card, and should be taken further. 

 

2.3 Promote Ride-Sharing  

 

 Promote ride-sharing for commuting as it is the quick and simple solution to achieving greater road 

capacity. This is a key consideration for resolving incipient peak-hour gridlock on the M50. Moving 

from an average occupancy of 1.2 persons per car to 2 persons per car would raise its commuter 

capacity from a peak of under 7000 persons per direction per hour to almost 11,000. 

 It is totally unacceptable, in the context of seeking to resolve our economic and housing problems, 

that ride-sharing appears to have been deemed illegal under the Small Public Service Vehicle 

Regulations; this regulatory barrier must be removed. Indigenous globally-leading apps for ride-

sharing have now been developed, which technology also removes any “stranger-danger” concerns 

as well as securing cost-sharing transactions. 

 Insurance issues should also be clearly resolved and the risk of regulatory creep eliminated. 

 Consideration could be given to converting what are currently bus and taxi lanes to high-occupancy 

vehicle lanes.  

 

2.4 Develop Rail Commuter Services to the Docklands Station  

 

 The Docklands Station is by far the best located to serve passengers travelling to the IFSC and the 

rapidly expanding office complexes in the eastern, north and south docks area. Indeed more of this 

area is with a 1km radius of Docklands station than is within a 1km radius of Connolly, Tara St., 

Pearse and Grand Canal Dock stations combined.  

 With modest expenditure it could be used as a terminus for Kildare line services, using the Phoenix 

Park tunnel, as well as Maynooth line services. 

 This requirement will become increasingly important as the north docklands area is developed and 

the workforce in the general area ages and is forced to live further out, due to the shortage and cost 

of family-orientated accommodation in the city. In the absence of such development Dublin’s 

attractiveness as an international commercial centre will diminish. 
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 In the event of a “Brexit”, there could be a quantum leap in the development of the Docklands area 

due to some relocation of financial services from London to Dublin.  

 The development of a substantial traffic volume to Docklands in advance of the DART Interconnector 

would also improve the latter’s financial viability as a PPP-funded project.  

 It is essential that all the above recommendations are implemented with some urgency in advance of 

completion of the Cross-City LUAS, as it will inherently add to traffic congestion in the City, unless 

actions to reduce commuter traffic are implemented beforehand. 

3. Shorter-Term Mid-Cost Solutions 
 

3.1 Develop Kishoge as a Freight and Main-Line Passenger Station 

 

 Develop an inland, rail fed, “port” at Kishoge in West Dublin, which would facilitate the transfer, by 

rail of 

 Loaded containers from Dublin Port to West Dublin. Dublin is by far the most important 

import and distribution centre in the country and the container stripping and warehousing 

facilities in Dublin are predominantly located near the M50, from the M3 to the N81. 

 Empty containers from Dublin to the south and west of the country, to facilitate agricultural 

product exports, thus avoiding the current need to firstly return them to Dublin Port. 

 Loaded containers from the south and west to Dublin Port, to avail of the greater range of 

destinations served from there.  

 This would make a significant contribution to reducing HGV traffic on the M50 and would free up 

areas in Dublin Port, currently utilised for long term container storage and repair. 

 The development of the existing, but unopened, station at Kishoge as a mainline station with 

substantial P&R (Park and Ride) capacity could encourage increased intercity travel, as Heuston 

Station is becoming increasingly difficult to access by car, as well as providing a major park-and-ride 

hub for commuters into the City.  

 These measures would be substantially aided by the implementation of the road network 

developments indicated in the map in Appendix 2. The proposed new road network, much of which 

is already in Fingal and South Dublin’s Co. Co.’s plans, would also most importantly serve to reduce 

congestion on the most heavily-trafficked section of the M50, by providing an essential high 

capacity, though not free-flow, alternative. It would also provide the additional road connectivity 

necessary to develop Hansfield, Leixlip Confey and Adamstown stations as major P&R stations. 

3.2 Develop the Oil Import facilities at Poolbeg 

 

 Develop the existing oil farm and oil jetty facilities at Poolbeg as Dublin’s oil import facility, with a 

pipeline connection to the airport for jet-fuel and a multiproduct pipeline connection to the N7. 

 This proposal was the subject of a detailed examination by ESBI and Whitegate Refinery in the 

1990’s and has recently been reactivated by Fingleton White, who are now seeking planning 

permission for this development.  

 It would remove over 3 million tonnes of petroleum product traffic from the M50 and Port Access 

Tunnel, and by relocating petroleum product storage to the Poolbeg Peninsula, with its much larger 

and more modern storage tanks, would free up a large area in the north port and potentially remove 
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its Seveso Zone status. This development is also facilitated by the rapid decline in gasoline demand, 

as the existing tanks in Poolbeg are not suitable for this product. A new tank required for this 

purpose could be accommodated within an existing bunded area, without additional land 

reclamation being required. 

3.3 Relocate Dublin Port’s Lo-Lo Container Operations 
 

 Transfer the existing Lo-Lo container operations on the south bank to the north docks, using the area 

and water frontage released by transferring the container storage facilities to Kishoge in West Dublin 

and the oil import and storage facilities to Poolbeg. This would increase the potential to use rail 

transfer of containers to and from Dublin port and eliminate the noise problem associated with Lo-

Lo operations. It would also facilitate a review of the potential use of Dublin Port’s significant land 

bank and river frontage on the south bank of the Liffey, as some of the operations undertaken there 

are relatively low value and could better be undertaken at other ports, with less valuable real estate. 

 The development of the substantial area west of Ringsend power station, including the Irish Glass 

Bottle site, for commercial and residential purposes  would substantially improve its land value This 

could be particularly important in the event of the previously-mentioned “Brexit” as that could 

create a sudden substantial demand for accommodation in the Dublin docklands area.  

 The key to effectively developing the south bank lands for port or other commercial purposes is the 

provision of a second bridge, east of the existing toll bridge. The NRA, Dublin Port and Dublin City 

have agreed an alignment, and its early delivery is essential. This upgrade is consistent with the 

proposal to extend the LUAS from the Point Depot to the South Docks, and would create the road 

space to allow that to happen.  
 

3.4 Proceed with the Second Runway at Dublin Airport 

 

 As a result of excellent long term planning, Dublin Airport secured a 10-year planning permission for 

a 3110m second runway, to complement the existing 2700m runway, in 2007. Given that Dublin 

Airport is only 10km from the city centre and the history of planning in Co. Dublin, this was a 

remarkable achievement, particularly as almost no housing acquisition is required. 

 In contrast, the development of the third North-West runway at Heathrow, proposed by Heathrow 

Airport Ltd, would require the acquisition of 700 houses (according to the company), or 4000 houses 

(according to local politicians) and add substantially to the number of premises affected by noise in 

West London. The difficulty in delivering the third runway may have been a factor in recent airline 

merger proposals, as Dublin Airport has in the past few years emerged as a significant hub for North 

American traffic. In this regard it is notable that Dublin has flights to more UK airports than any 

airport in the UK. 

3.5 Protect the M50’s Strategic Capacity 

 

 The M50 was extended to join the N11 and significantly upgraded, in recent years so as to eliminate 

the previous congestion and gridlock. It is now serving its intended purpose as the strategic link 

between the radial national roads, Dublin Airport and Dublin Port. Unfortunately, it is also being 

used for on-off local traffic distribution, and as traffic growth continues in line with economic 

growth, serious congestion will re-emerge if no action is taken.  
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 The local authorities and the NRA have done considerable work to identify how demand 

management can be introduced on the M50 so that it will continue to deliver its strategic function, 

and to identify non-national road improvements that will accommodate local traffic and linkages on 

suitable local/regional roads. 

 It is recommended that the local road developments, and the measures set out in the M50 Demand 

Management study, published in April 2014 by the four relevant local authorities and the NRA, 

should be implemented. Congestion on the M50 is costing €50 -65 million annually at present, and is 

expected to grow very significantly as traffic grows in response to employment and population 

growth.   

3.6 Upgrade N7 from M50 to Naas 

 

 The EU TEN-T Regulations identify core and comprehensive road networks, and standards that have 

to be achieved on those networks. The N7 between the M50 and Naas is part of the core network, 

and certain improvements have to be carried out before 2030, essentially bringing it to motorway 

standard. More of the works involved will be on local roads than on the N7 itself. This work has to be 

advanced. 

4. Develop a Multi-Year Integrated Rail Strategy 
 

4.1 Key Principles 

 

 The limitations of the existing road network and the sheer difficulty of improving road capacity, 

beyond the measures already identified, indicate that the implementation of capital-intensive rail- 

based solutions is essential if the city is to continue to expand economically and remain an attractive 

place to live and work. Thus the adoption in Dublin of integrated rail-based high-capacity solutions, 

which are the norm in other European capitals, is essential. 

 The Academy believes that the following key principles need to be observed in the development of 

such a strategy: 

 Maximise the use of existing assets. 

 Determine the sequence of development on clear commercial grounds. 

 Develop a small number of projects properly, at any time, rather than a larger number in a 

manner which do not adequately take account of future requirements. In particular it is 

appropriate to remember the lessons of the M50 development, where penny-pinching initial 

developments had to be subsequently re-engineered at very much higher final cost than would 

have been the case had they been appropriately funded initially. 

 Ensure that proposed developments are fully integrated with other transport modes. 

 Where possible break major projects into stages, where each stage, once completed, can 

contribute to improving system capacity and reducing congestion. 

 Ensure that timely land use planning is completed, and that required land for rail corridors, 

stations and construction purposes is acquired now before future rail projects are compromised. 

Note: Completion of a Metro Line from Swords to Sandyford may already be compromised by 

the recent sale by NAMA of land at the rear of the old Irish Nationwide HQ at Grand Parade -- 

a solution must be found for this issue. 
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 Design the network and individual elements to support the development of the Belfast-Dublin 

Economic Corridor. 

 Adopt solutions also designed to minimise future CO2 emissions.  

 Ensure that each project is assessed as to its robustness from any impacts of climate change. 

4.2 A Multi-Year Strategy 

 

 The following indicates how such a strategy should be developed on a phased basis, while 

observing the principles set out above (see also Section 4.3 and Appendix 3):- 

Period 2015-2020 
 

 LUAS Cross City, St Stephen’s Green - Broombridge  

This is already under construction and will be delivered in this period. 

 

 Pre-Metro Sandyford - St. Stephen’s Green 

 The existing LUAS Green Line is already operating at capacity at morning peak on the sections 

near the city. Because of on-street running at the city end, it is not considered feasible to further 

reduce headways to increase frequency. The capacity problems will be exacerbated by its 

extension to the city centre and by developments along the Brides Glen - Sandyford route.  

 It is also highly probable that a significant number of services will have to turn back at St. 

Stephen’s Green, as it may not be possible to operate the on-street section through the city at 

the same frequency as  from Sandyford - St. Stephen’s Green, due to its impact on other city 

traffic. 

 Thus upgrading of the Sandyford - St. Stephen’s Green line to Pre-Metro standard is proposed. 

This would require a doubling of the platform length at 13 stops, other system upgrades and 

rolling stock acquisition, to permit the operation of some 80m long services between standard 

40m services. This could increase system capacity by approximately 25% and would be much 

easier and cheaper to implement than the 8-car DART project, which involved the extension of 

high level platforms by a similar length at 30 stations.  

 

 City Centre Re-Signalling and Grand Canal Turnback 

 This project has already been approved and is due for completion in 2016/17. It will increase the 

number of train paths from Connolly - Grand Canal Dock from 12/direction/hour to 16 and will 

permit Northern, Western and Kildare line services to terminate at the third platform at Grand 

Canal Dock, thus increasing system capacity from 15,000 passengers/direction/hour to 20,000.  

 The frequency of services from the Kildare line to Grand Canal Dock, via the Phoenix Park 

Tunnel, will however be limited by the capacity of the system from Ballyfermot to Islandbridge 

Jn. and the operational complexities introduced by integrating the Heuston and Connolly 

timetables.  
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Period 2020 – 2025 
 

 Complete the Four Tracking of the Kildare Line from Ballyfermot – Heuston 

 This is a distance of 3km and would allow at least six services per hour to be operated from 

Hazelhatch to Docklands.  By using an existing station in the west city as an interchange station it 

would allow ready access to the increasingly-important Docklands area for commuters from the 

Outer GDA and intercity rail travellers. It would also facilitate the development of areas such as 

Adamstown, where the essential infrastructure is already in place, but the small number of 

stopping trains and their Heuston destination discourages would-be house-buyers. 

 In addition it would facilitate the construction of the DART Interconnector by reducing the 

required tunnel length by 2km, thus reducing its capital cost, and by splitting the project it would 

reduce the final capital commitment and the complexity of an otherwise extremely complex 

project. The original Iarnrod Eireann submission on the DART Interconnector envisaged a tunnel 

portal at the western end of Heuston Station and was developed following significant analysis, 

though it was modified to locating the tunnel portal at Inchicore, subsequently. 

 

 Extend the Iarnrod Eireann Rail Line from Clongriffin to Dublin Airport 

 The extension of the rail line from Clongriffin to an elevated station at Dublin Airport is relatively 

straightforward as:  

o Clongriffin Station was constructed as a four platform face station, to facilitate such a 

development.  

o The route, approximately 8km in length, is through relatively flat terrain and is substantially 

sterilised through its lying under the flight path of the main runway. 

 It is recommended that services be operated by diesel railcars initially, with electrification at a 

later stage, as will be discussed in a later section. This would allow the operation of a relatively 

frequent limited stop service from Grand Canal Dock to the Airport initially 

 

 Re-signal and Close Level Crossings on the Maynooth Line 

 This is necessary to improve safety, reduce travel times and increase capacity, thus maximising 

the benefits of increased cross city capacity and is essential for the further development of this 

route 

 

 Develop a Pre-Metro Line from Swords to Drumcondra, via an Underground Station at the Airport 

 Swords is by far the largest commuting town in the country without a rail service, and serving it 

by heavy rail would be extremely difficult as the road network in the area does not lend to the 

town being served from a single station. Therefore the RPA’s proposed multi stop light rail 

solution is more appropriate. 

 Many of those living in Swords work at the Airport, indeed Census 2011 indicated that the town 

had more persons working in the transportation sector than any other location in the country. 

Thus the proposed light rail link to Dublin Airport is likely to be heavily patronised throughout 

the day.  

 However, drawing on the M50 experience, this should be initially constructed to Metro 

standard, using a segregated alignment from Swords through the Airport.  
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 By adopting a different alignment than proposed to date the line could be extended as a 

segregated alignment as far as Drumcondra, without any bored tunnelling, other than at the 

Airport. The area south of the airport, from Northwood to Drumcondra via Santry and Whitehall, 

is also much favoured as a residential area by Airport employees. Interchange with the expanded 

Western line commuter service could be provided at Drumcondra, thus facilitating commuter 

traffic in both directions, though it would require a 250m walk. This would not be very suitable 

for luggage-laden Airport passengers, who would be served by the proposed mainline extension.  

 This solution would allow the delivery of a Metro line from Swords to Sandyford in stages and at 

lower cost than present proposals. It would relieve one of the consistently most congested 

commuter roads in the country and it would also facilitate the development of bus feeder 

services, on the radial roads in the North City, which are essential to justify the development of a 

high cost/capacity Metro system. It would also facilitate the anticipated expansion of traffic at 

Dublin Airport, without overloading the road network and parking requirements in the area.  

 

 Extend the LUAS from Blackhorse to Lucan 

 This has been proposed by the RPA and was the subject of a public consultation exercise. Given 

the limited capacity of the existing Red Line and the difficulty of further increasing frequency it 

appears essential that an appropriate interchange is provided with the potentially much higher 

capacity mainline rail service from Hazelhatch to the City. This could be delivered by locating a 

rail station at Kylemore, as part of the Kildare Line Four Track Extension Project and the 

proposed LUAS extension to Lucan would further benefit from subsequent mainline proposals.  

Period 2025 – 2030 
 

 Develop the DART Underground Interconnector from Docklands to Heuston 

 This is the most significant proposal in the whole integrated rail programme, in terms of its 

transformative effect, because:   

o The reconfiguration of the rail network it  permits allows ready access to the City Centre 

from all lines  

o Of the capacity increase it delivers. 

 It is also the most expensive and complex as it involves:  

o The construction of the tunnel from Docklands to Heuston,  

o The construction of five underground stations, 

o The electrification of the rail line from East Wall Jn. to Hazelhatch, 

o The provision of maintenance and stabling facilities for the new rolling stock. 

 But it also requires:  

o The electrification of the Western line, from Maynooth to Connolly, 

o The transfer of the existing DART rolling stock from the Northern to the Maynooth line, as 

they do not meet current fire standards for long tunnel underground running, 

o The provision of maintenance and stabling facilities for that rolling stock. 

 But most importantly it allows a dramatic reconfiguration of the mainline rail services in the 

Dublin area, with DART services running from:  

o The Northern Line to Hazelhatch, 

o The Maynooth Line to Greystones. 

 It would increase potential capacity on the DART system to 20,000 passengers/direction/hour:   
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o From Maynooth to Grand Canal Dock, 

o From Howth Junction to Hazelhatch. 

 It also provides the opportunity to electrify the line from Hazelhatch at 25kVac, thus allowing the 

extension of electric operations from Malahide to Drogheda. The cost per mile of electrification 

at 25kVac is much lower than for the 1500Vdc used on the existing DART network, and the ESB 

network north of Malahide is more suited to electrification at 25kVac. The maintenance depot at 

Drogheda was designed to allow its use for electrified rolling stock and could thus act as the 

depot for the line to Hazelhatch. 

 The adoption of 25kVac, which is now the international standard for intercity operation would 

also facilitate the extension of electrification to the Airport and to Belfast, and is now the 

solution favoured by Northern Ireland Railways when the existing Enterprise fleet reaches its 

end of life. 

 

Period 2030 – 2035 
 

 Complete the Metro Line from Swords to Sandyford 

 One of the major outstanding problems in Dublin is that there is no high capacity North-South 

road or rail corridor through Dublin, or indeed no publically available plans showing how one 

could be constructed.  

 Furthermore, the LUAS Green Line is already operating at maximum capacity at peak times and 

the LUAS Cross City will have less capacity, because of its design and may well significantly 

reduce cross city bus capacity. 

 Extending the Port Access Tunnel to the N11 has been mooted in the past, but its commuter 

capacity would be approximately half of the M50 and its proposed routing mirrors in large part 

the South-East rail line and it would be replicating the functionality provided by the DART 

Interconnector. Furthermore there are virtually no logistics centres along that corridor. 

 Nor would Metro North terminating at St Stephen’s Green and an already capacity-limited LUAS 

Green Line provide the necessary solution, or solve the incipient M50 congestion problem. 

 Thus the creation of Metro line from Swords to Sandyford, incorporating the Pre-Metro LUAS 

Green Line from Ranelagh to Sandyford and the proposed Pre-Metro line from Swords to 

Drumcondra, is considered essential.  

 It appears that the critical element enabling the development of a Metro from Swords to 

Sandyford  is the existence of a substantial area of currently-undeveloped land to the rear of the 

old Irish Nationwide Building Society headquarters at Grand Parade, adjoining the Grand Canal 

and the LUAS Green Line, which has recently been sold by NAMA. The area is sufficiently large to 

allow the construction of a tunnel portal at that location, which could be connected to the 

existing LUAS line at Ranalagh, provided the existing rail formation was reduced in height along 

the way and marginally changed in alignment as it approached the canal. Thus securing that site 

for this purpose is considered essential 
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Period 2035-2040 
 

 Extension of the Luas System 

There have been various proposals to extend the LUAS system to the N.West City, S.West City and 

Bray/Fassaroe. The timing of these developments is contingent on the availability of adequate 

system capacity and it may be imprudent or impossible to proceed with some of these extensions 

until the completion of the Metro, although this is less the case with the proposed N.West City 

extension due to its connection to the higher capacity Maynooth line at Broombridge. 

 

 Extend Electrification of the Northern Line to the Airport and Belfast 

As discussed earlier this is feasible with the adoption of 25kVac on the DART Interconnector. It has 

the additional advantage that Intercity services from Belfast could be run through to Heuston or to 

the Airport, following a turnback at Clongriffin. This would resolve the problem of being unable to 

increase frequency on the Dublin - Belfast route without compromising commuter service levels, as it 

is not feasible to increase the number of tracks north of Fairview 

4.3 Multi-Year Strategy in Diagrams 

The Figures in Appendix 3 indicate how the above integrated rail plan for Dublin could be developed 

and delivered in the period to 2040, though clearly the timing of the sequence of development may be 

shortened or lengthened, based on economic and traffic growth and funding capacity. The projects 

proposed are similar to proposals for which approval has already been sought, or are currently under 

consideration, but have been adapted to observe the principles set down above. Importantly, the 

overall budgetary envelope is believed to be similar to existing proposals. 

The thickness of individual lines in the Figures indicates their potential capacity. Thus 

 DART or Metro lines have a potential capacity of approx. 20,000 passengers/hour/direction 

 On street LUAS lines have a potential capacity of approx. 5,000 passengers/hour/direction 

In comparison, as indicated earlier, the busiest section of the M50 has a commuter capacity of less 

than 7,000 persons/hour/direction  

5. Final Comments 
 

The resolution of many of Dublin’s Land Use & Transportation planning issues appears possible, 

provided there is a comprehensive understanding of the problems and the solutions available, as 

outlined above. The key problems to adopting such a solution are:  

 The need to involve multiple agencies in the absence of a single planning and transport 

authority in the Greater Dublin Area. 

 Not to “under-cook” solutions, rather build them for the longer-term future scenario. 

 The reality that the development of Metro North-South will only be possible if key sites and 

alignments are secured in the very near future.  

The adoption of the solutions proposed above would also make a significant contribution to resolving 

the challenge of reducing transport emissions.  
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Appendix 1: 

Historic Context – a Medieval City, requiring a major catch-up on Transport 

Infrastructure (refer Section 1.2) 
 

It is not possible to develop a solution to Dublin’s transport problems without understanding the context 

in which the existing main transport routes evolved. 

The key influences in developing Dublin’s transport routes from its origin as a medieval city were  

 The early development of Dublin’s quays and the gradual migration of Dublin port to the east. 

 The establishment of the ‘Wide Streets Commission’ in 1757. 

 The establishment of Trustees to develop the North and South Circular roads in 1763. 

 The construction of the Grand Canal, which commenced in 1757 and was completed in 1779 and 

of the Royal Canal, which commenced in 1790 and was completed in 1817. 

 The operation of the Irish Sea packet services, initially from Pigeon House Ringsend, then from 

Howth and finally from Kingstown, from 1826.  

 The completion of the Dublin-Kingstown railway in 1834. 

 The development of the main radial rail lines in the country with the opening of the stations at 

Amiens St. in 1844, Kingsbridge in 1846 and Broadstone in 1847 and the subsequent connection 

of the lines serving these stations to the north quays, to facilitate livestock exports. 

 The opening of Harcourt St. station in 1859 and the completion of the Loop line from Amiens St 

to Westland Row in 1891. 

 The development of Dublin’s extensive tramway network 1872-1906 and its subsequent decline 

1929-1949. 

 The commencement of air services from Collinstown in 1940 and its development as Dublin 

Airport. 

 The continuing expansion of the road network, outside the canals, as the city expanded and the 

development of the, now crucially important, M50 and Port Access Tunnel in more recent times. 

However, with the exception of the LUAS line development and the provision of additional bridges across 

the Liffey, little has changed within the canals, since the demise of the ‘Wide Streets Commission’ in 

1851, when the population of Dublin City & County was just over 30% of the 2011 figure. The lack of 

appropriate transport provision in those areas of the city which did not concern the Commission remains 

one of the major problems facing Dublin to this day.   

Given that the Commission’s focus was on: 

 Improving the Dublin Castle-Irish Parliament, College Green axis 

 Providing improved streets between the North City, the then fashionable side of the city and that 

axis 

 Improving the city quays and associated shipping facilities 

 Improving links between College Green and Ringsend, to facilitate travel to the packet service 

from  Pidgeon House, following the Act of Union, 

the Commission did relatively little to improve transport links south of the Castle-College Green- Ringsend 

axis or to address the transport block created by the location of Trinity College  
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Thus one of the major outstanding problems in Dublin is that there is no high capacity North-South road 

or rail corridor through Dublin.  
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Appendix 2: 

Orbital Route Map (refer Section 3.1) 
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Appendix 3: 

 Multi-Year Rail Strategic Plan (refer Sections 4.2 & 4.3) 
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Appendix 3: Multi-Year Rail Strategic Plan (continued) 
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Appendix 3: Multi-Year Rail Strategic Plan (continued) 

 

 


